Spelling Skill Words That End with er or le

Grammar Skill Adjectives

ANNOTATED
VERSION

Correct two sentences each day.
1. pepita is abel to speak too languages.
2. We found out latter that she knows an word for
almost anything.
3. Even in Winnter, Pepita’s mother made an
enchiladas.
4. Tomatoes, with their red cullar, are a important
part of salsa.
5. She takes a litel more than a hour to prepare the
tamales.
6. She also likes to use a aple in her cooking

8. In novemmber, she made up a new recipe for
Tortillas.
9. Have you evver seen Lobo runs after an bouncing
ball.
10.Pepita learns an useful lesson when she travvells to
school.
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7. Last sumer, Pepita helps to prepare an spanish
feast.

TRANSPARENCY 6–4

SMART SOLUTIONS Pepita Talks Twice

Daily Language Practice

Spelling Skill Words That End with er or le

Grammar Skill Adjectives

ANNOTATED
VERSION

Correct two sentences each day.
1. pepita is abel to speak too languages.
Pepita is able to speak two languages.

2. We found out latter that she knows an word for
almost anything.
We found out later that she knows a word for almost anything.

3. Even in Winnter, Pepita’s mother made an
enchiladas.
Even in winter, Pepita’s mother made the enchiladas.

4. Tomatoes, with their red cullar, are a important
part of salsa.
Tomatoes, with their red color, are an important part of salsa.

5. She takes a litel more than a hour to prepare the
tamales.
She takes a little more than an hour to prepare the tamales.

6. She also likes to use a aple in her cooking
She also likes to use an apple in her cooking.

7. Last sumer, Pepita helps to prepare an spanish
feast.
8. In novemmber, she made up a new recipe for
Tortillas.
In November, she made up a new recipe for tortillas.

9. Have you evver seen Lobo runs after an bouncing
ball.
Have you ever seen Lobo run after a bouncing ball?

10.Pepita learns an useful lesson when she travvells to
school.
Pepita learns a useful lesson when she travels to school.
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Last summer, Pepita helped to prepare a Spanish feast.

TRANSPARENCY 6–4

SMART SOLUTIONS Pepita Talks Twice

Daily Language Practice

